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Foreword
About the Community Economics Laboratory
The Community Economics Laboratory (CELab) is a nonprofit think tank launched in 2009 with the conviction
that communities need new and better ways to create jobs and reduce poverty in the rapidly changing 21st
century. The CELab’s areas of focus are economic development, workforce development, poverty reduction,
entrepreneurial ecosystems and a better system for planning and management of economies. Ultimately, the
CELab’s work aims to design and build resilient economies for communities with increasingly happy, healthy
and productive people.
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Las Cruces

Economic Crisis Flash Assessment
Introduction
In response to the ongoing economic downturn caused by the novel coronavirus pandemic, the Community
Economics Laboratory (the CELab), a nonprofit economic development think tank, created a consensus-based
assessment process to estimate job losses and job-recoupment needs of a community.
In contrast to the CELab’s Comprehensive Assessment process, the Economic Crisis Flash Assessment
(ECFA) is a one-day deliberation framework that illuminates the anticipated severity and duration of the
economic downturn caused by local and statewide orders for business reduction or effective shutdown,
identifies those jobs that will be hardest hurt by the crisis, and solicits immediate measures a community must
take to stem further job losses. Both economic-base and service-sector jobs are examined.
The City of Las Cruces (City) commissioned the CELab to conduct an ECFA for the area defined by the
boundary of the Las Cruces city limits.
On May 13, 2020, the Community Economics Laboratory (CELab) facilitated a work session to assess the Las
Cruces economic predicament resulting from the COVID-19 crisis, in order to provide a foundation for future
community discussions and planning for economic development.
Through focus group-style discussion, the group’s estimates were factored into a calculation that illustrates a
scenario to which the community can begin to respond. The most recent industry employment data was
supplied to participants, and participants made assumptions on how employment will change over each stage
of the crisis.
Community participants included:
•

Ben Woods – MountainView Regional
Medical Center

•

Dave Wilson – Wilson Binkley Advertising
and Marketing

•

Patricio Reygadas – EVUS Inc.

•

Kramer Winingham – New Mexico State
University Arrowhead Center

•

Mandy Guss – City of Las Cruces

•

Nicole Black – Las Cruces Home Builders
Association

•

Joe Bullington – Jacobs Technology

•

Debbie Moore – Greater Las Cruces
Chamber of Commerce

•

Jo Ann Garay – Small Business
Development Center Doña Ana Community
College

•

Francisco Pallares – City of Las Cruces

•

Jerry Prochazka – Ganymede Games

•

Jackie Mitchell Edwards – Charles Schwab

•

Tom Hutchinson – La Posta, Hacienda de
Mesilla

•

Glen Astrove – Rich Global Hemp

•

Ana Berrun – Towneplace Suites, Fairfield
Inn by Marriott

•

John Sharp – The CELab

•

Paul Hamrick – The CELab

•

Mark Lautman – The CELab

•

Grant Taylor – The CELab
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Coherence
The purpose of the coherence stage is to get unanimous consensus on the framework, process rules, common
nomenclature, expectations, ambitions, mission and purpose for the group’s work. This stage is essential in
setting parameters around the deliberation to maintain focus without risk of ambiguity or deviation. Coherence
aims to obtain consensus answers to a series of questions framed to build these parameters.

Jurisdiction
The jurisdiction has been defined as the city limits of Las Cruces. This assessment will focus on economic
recovery inside of this jurisdiction. It should be noted that the jobs inside the jurisdiction are not all held by
workers residing in the jurisdiction.

Purpose
The group’s purpose for convening is to assess the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the local economy
and frame strategy decisions for the recovery effort.

Ambitions
Get a head start on crisis response
Reach pre-crisis employment
Accelerate recovery
Discuss what it will take to regain trust of customers and employees

Key Terms
The CELab process uses a new set of terms in planning to increase clarity and direct the group toward
concerted action. A glossary of key terms will be provided to the group for reference throughout. The group
also agreed to the following definition for economic development:
Economic development is the act of planning, managing and accounting for the development of a
community’s or a region’s economic base and service sector so that the economic pie grows faster than
the population over time, creating the additional economic activity to grow the new job opportunities and
household income needed to improve local business profitability, and tax-dependent institution funding
required for community advancement.

Scope
Planning under this project is to include all relevant theaters and factors of production. The plan will be written
to be integrated with any future local, regional or state planning that uses the same process.
The primary metric for planning is to be jobs. Jobs are differentiated between economic-base jobs and servicesector jobs. Both will be considered in the assessment.
Economic-base jobs are those where the salaries are paid for by money originating outside of the economy.
The group agreed to define “economic base” as funds from outside of the state economy. Service-sector jobs
are those where salaries are derived from local exchange of goods and services. The distinction between
economic-base and service-sector jobs is important because the market for services is dependent on
economic-base growth. If the economic base doesn’t grow, any new service jobs will simply divide the
economy into smaller pieces, increasing competition between existing businesses over a zero-sum market.
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The effect of economic base on the economy as a whole is best illustrated in the graphic below. Any gain or
loss to the economic base will be proportionate to the service sector and subsequent dependents.
On the gain side, the creation of a new economic base job will
have a multiplier effect on the service sector. The assumption
for this assessment is that the effect on the service sector from
economic base job creation would be the same as the
economic base rate. In other words, if a place has the same
number of e-base jobs as service jobs, the creation of one ebase job would induce one service job.
This assessment will include both the economic base and
service sector with an emphasis on economic-base growth.
The period for consideration under this assessment will be five
years, from 2020 to 2025.

Rules
The CELab framework uses a consensus process that requires
participants to make an educated guess and then reach a unanimous decision on any datapoint before
including it in the plan.
Data will be reviewed after each deliberation by third-party subject-matter experts to ensure that the datapoints
generally align with other data sources and no significant factors were left not considered in the group session.
Any member can request that the group reconvene if new information comes to light that would change
outcomes.

Job Needs
The timeline of the crisis trajectory starts with crisis onset in January of 2020. Economic contraction is
anticipated to last until the crisis trough at the end of June 2020 when the economy would be at its lowest point
before bouncing back. The group estimated a bounce-back period of one year between the crisis trough and
the point of reset when operations begin to normalize.
Las Cruces anticipates losing 24,801 jobs in the next five years, 7,259 from the economic base and 17,542
from the service sector. Of the total jobs lost, 4,553 will be due to standard attrition, unrelated to COVID-19.
The remaining 20,248 are expected to be lost as a direct result of the COVID-19 crisis. The group estimated
that 16,893 will most likely return organically once lockdown is lifted and the markets return. That leaves 4,065
jobs that will have to be recovered by program efforts to reach a full economic recovery.

Pre-crisis Conditions
The group agreed to a set of economic conditions from before the onset of the crisis to serve as an objective
for full economic recovery.
Population: 101,742
Workforce Age Population (18-65): 62,063
Employable Workforce: 37,858
Unemployed: 1,704
Total Employment of Las Cruces residents: 36,155
Total Employment inside Las Cruces city limits: 52,293
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The job loss estimates were made based on total employment within city limits.
These datapoints represent the Onset and Full Recovery stages of the crisis trajectory. The following steps will
yield estimates for employment during the Trough and Reset stages of the crisis.

Economic Base Rate
The economic-base rate is the percentage of all jobs in the jurisdiction that are economic-base. This helps to
determine the service multiplier. For example, if the economic-base rate of an area is 50 percent, that means
that for every economic base job created, one service job will be induced by the multiplier effect.
The group examined all industry categories and estimated economic base rate of each. The economic base
rate for
Las Cruces was found to be 30 percent. Each industry was assessed for the rate of economic-base jobs to
service jobs.
Industry findings are illustrated in the chart below:

E-base vs Service
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Attrition
Attrition includes any event where jobs are lost, whether it be through downsizing of existing employers,
employers going out of business, or employers leaving the area. For a crisis assessment, there are two types
of attrition to estimate: natural attrition that would occur regardless of a crisis, and attrition that results directly
from the crisis (meaning from layoffs, furloughs, etc. caused by economic shutdown).
The group estimated a gross natural e-base attrition of 14 percent, or 1,533 jobs over five years. For the
service sector, the group estimated five-year attrition at 12 percent, or 3,025 jobs. Total natural attrition is
4,558 jobs.
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To estimate attrition caused by COVID-19, the group was supplied with data on total employment and
establishments from all industry categories collected in the third quarter of 2019, prior to the crisis. COVID-19induced losses were estimated for every industry. A total of 20,248 jobs are expected to be lost due to COVID19. Of these, 5,758 are expected to be lost from the economic base, and the balance, 14,490, would come
from the service sector. The findings are in the chart below:
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Total Job Needs
The calculation of job needs for total recovery is to combine the attrition resulting from COVID-19 with the
expected natural attrition.
natural attrition over 5 years + jobs lost to the COVID-19 crisis = total jobs to replace for full recovery
In this case, 4,558 jobs lost to natural attrition plus 20,248 jobs lost to COVID-19 adds up to a total need of
24,806 jobs to reach full recovery. A full breakdown of these findings is in the table below:
Natural E-base attrition
COVID e-base attrition
Natural Service Attrition
COVID service attrition
Total jobs for full recovery

1,533
5,758
3,025
14,490
24,806

Organic Recovery
Having estimated the amount of loss exposure to industries between the Onset of the crisis and the Trough
when the economy reopens, the group projected what jobs would be lost only temporarily and would be
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recovered organically when markets return. Of the 20,248 jobs exposed to loss, the group estimated that
16,273 would be temporarily lost to furloughs or layoffs and would be reinstated when the economy reopens,
needing no program assistance to be recovered. Of those recovered organically, 4,611 are expected to be
economic-base, while the remaining 11,661 are service jobs. Organic recovery can be seen per industry in the
chart below:

Temporary vs Permanent Loss
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Program Theater Overview
After factoring in the 16,273 jobs to be recovered organically, 3,976 jobs are still needed to reach full recovery.
The group considered nine program theaters for economic-base job creation. Each theater represents a unique
program strategy for creating economic-base jobs and has its own distinct set of players, metrics and
methodologies for job creation. Together, these theaters represent the entire job-creation apparatus of an area.
The group estimated theater job-creation potential and what types of program activities would be required to
reach that potential. The economic-base program theaters are described below:
Theater

Activities

Employer

Recruiting, expansion and retention of employers

Federal Government

BRAC efforts, health, education, transfer payments

Film and Digital Media

Film, TV, games

Start Up

Starting new enterprises that will have employees
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Remote Work

Enterprises with no employees, remote work

Visitor Driven

Tourism, hospitality, transit services

Retirement

Affluent retirement strategies

Agriculture

New crop development, Ranching, Dairy

Extractives and Energy

Mining, oil & gas, power plants, wind, solar, bio

Of these nine theaters, Las Cruces has programs that operate in all of them to some extent. The group was
able to estimate job-creation potential for five of them over the next five years.

Remote Work – 2,500 Jobs
The group considered the county-level assessment, which estimated potential for 5,000 new remote-work jobs
county-wide. Of these, the group estimated that half or 2,500 remote work jobs could be realized in Las Cruces
over five years, given the launch of a program operating from a community-supported, job-creation strategy.
This potential is driven by the global shift to remote work, accelerated by the pandemic, and is expected to
become a more normalized and ubiquitous mode of work. Unchanged, there is potential for 250 new remotework jobs over the next five years, all of which would occur organically without a program.

Employer – 2,000 Jobs
The potential for employer recruitment, retention and expansion was estimated at 2,000 jobs over the next five
years. Current program capacity would be negatively impacted by the crisis and is estimated to be only 1,500
jobs. For full potential to be realized, more marketing funds would be needed for business attraction. Las
Cruces would need an inventory of appropriate facilities for recruitment opportunities in onshoring and other
markets. The capacity to attract those opportunities will depend on the availability of high-quality leads for
recruitment efforts and the inventory of appropriate facilities. Video-game industry growth depends on
availability of talent that could be sought from more footloose tech workforce who were laid off in other places.
The Spaceport would need resources and new facilities onsite to bring on more staff proportionate to the virgin
galactic expansion.

Startup – 500 Jobs
Jobs in Startup would be dependent on the presence of an angel fund that could seed a minimum of 10
companies with the first rounds of funding. Participants suggested that $65 million would be needed for the
fund to be able to support promising startups to the point of creating 500 new jobs. This money would provide
seed investment for roughly 10 startups and expect that three of those would expand to series A investment
and at least one reach large scale employment.

Retirement – 200 Retirees
There is already an active retiree-recruitment program active in Las Cruces. Program operators estimated
potential for 200 retirees coming from out-of-state marketing efforts combined with local fulfillment partnering
with homebuilders and realtors.
The graph below indicates the status of each theater as assessed. Bear in mind that only those where potential
was quantified are included in this chart.
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Other Theaters
While the five theaters above were identified as having specific potential to increase job creation during the
crisis, the group was not able to capture enough forethought on what will take place with regard to job creation
in the other theaters that currently operate. That said, these theaters will be essential in reaching pre-crisis
economic conditions. Discussion revealed some of the conditions that these theaters are undergoing.
The Visitor Driven theater is one hit hardest by the pandemic. There are options for creative recovery in the
immediate future such as a “staycation” marketing campaign and a pivot to focus on car-based travelers
versus visitors who would reach Las Cruces via airline for local attractions. The group suggested that the
visitor theater will be able to recover what was lost but further discussion is required to quantify those losses
and identify what strategy exists for realizing a full recovery.
The primary source of Federal Government jobs discussed was in relation to NASA and the spaceport. A
federal hiring freeze is anticipated for the immediate future. A strategic approach to job creation in Federal
Government would depend on the capacity to drive more federal dollars to new or existing federally funded
employment, whether through the federal delegation or other means of influence.
Film recovery was not discussed in any depth, but nearly all of the film activity in New Mexico has been
suspended due to COVID-19. When production resumes, any film activity in New Mexico will depend on the
continuation of the state’s film incentives. The special session of the Legislature will determine if these
incentives will be changed.
There wasn’t enough discussion on these other theaters to identify that there was or was not a responsive
program plan in place or what the job-creation potential of the theater could be. Assessment of these theaters
to estimate job-creation potential during the next five years, as well as to evaluate program response
strategies, is strongly encouraged.
Total potential job creation of all nine program theaters, given the development and implementation of a
community-supported program response strategy, amounts to 5,200, leaving 3,333 jobs to reach pre-crisis
employment levels. Recalling the multiplier effect described in the Coherence section, if these 5,200 economicbase jobs could be realized, it was estimated that as many as 17,000 service jobs would be induced, meaning
that the economy could fully recover within the five-year period. The calculation for how this identified potential
stacks up against job needs is summarized in the table below:
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Natural E-base attrition
COVID e-base attrition
Natural Service Attrition
COVID service attrition
Total jobs for full recovery
Organic Recovery
Theater Potential Estimates
Induced Service Growth
Total Estimated Potential
Surplus/(Shortage)

- 1,533
- 5,758
-3,025
-14,490
- 24,806
16,273
5,200
5,672
27,145
2,339

The community has program capacity to create 1,000 jobs in the next five years if existing program capacity
remains unaltered. This leaves the city 4,200 jobs short of potential, calling for new programs or upgrades to
existing programs.
These two scenarios can be seen in the graphic below.
Elevated
Response

Potential:
27,145 jobs
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Business
as Usual

Potential:
17,523 jobs

For communities, like Las Cruces, that already have a thriving service sector proportionate to their population
and economic base, the highest priority for recovery is to regain whatever economic-base jobs were lost so
that the economy stays the same size. If that economic income can be maintained, the service sector should
recover organically since the demand for services remains unchanged.
If the elevated-response scenario can be realized, the entire loss to the economic base would be recovered
and only losses in the service sector would remain unmanaged. The wealth from economic-base jobs fuels the
demand for services, and that is how service jobs are primarily created. Given this dependency, it is a safe
assumption that the economic base would induce a matching recovery in the service sector, since the same
demand for services would be retained.
The CELab used the estimates submitted by the group to generate a rough crisis trajectory as a scenario for
what could happen to total employment over the five-year recovery period. The gross job loss and recovery
estimates were distributed quarterly based on the group discussion concerning the timeline of each key point
of the crisis. This trajectory is illustrated in the chart below:
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Total Employment Trajectory
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This trajectory shows two scenarios. Red indicates a crisis scenario where no changes are made to the
existing economic development apparatus. Green indicates an elevated response effort where all of the
prioritized program theaters reach their full job-creation potential inside five years. The group anticipates losses
due to COVID to be heavily front-ended and then dropping off. Both are mostly parallel as organic recovery
occurs but a divergence becomes apparent in mid-2021 as the managed recovery of an elevated response
steadily progresses to full employment while a “no change” scenario fails to close the gap.
The “no change” scenario shows that the combination of natural, non-crisis attrition with the constriction of
opportunities caused by the crisis will prevent the city from creating enough jobs each year to cover its naturalattrition losses. This scenario would mean a potential economic downturn lasting many years after the five-year
window examined here as the losses to COVID-19 would trigger a vicious cycle of net loss to the economic
base, cascading through the service sector and resulting in rising unemployment, an increased poverty rate,
population loss and corresponding losses to tax revenue. This outcome would be similar to that of the 2007
financial crisis wherein New Mexico took more than a decade to reach pre-recession employment levels.
The “elevated response” scenario involves bolstered resources to build program capacity in the priority
program theaters. If they can reach the potential identified by the group, Las Cruces could be back to the same
economic conditions enjoyed before the crisis and on the way to steady growth within five years. Beyond that,
the new job-creation capacity would continue on after full recovery as a permanent asset for ongoing economic
growth.

Factors of Production
Factors of production are elements of capacity that are required for job creation in each theater. These factors
are divided into the following groups:
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The next step in the assessment process is to identify major factors of production gaps that will prevent jobcreation potential from being reached in each program theater.
Factors-of-production gaps are obstacles to the sustained creation of jobs specific to each program theater.
Factors of production fall into five general areas: Marketing/Sales, Physical Inventory, Project Finance,
Workforce, and Leadership & Business Climate.
Factors of Production: General Areas
Marketing, Sales
& Completion

Physical
Inventory

Marketing
Sales
Procuring
Agents

Land
Buildings
Infrastructure

Project Finance

Capital
Deal
structuring
Debt/Equity
sources

Workforce

Qualified
workers
Housing
Education
Quality of life

Leadership &
Business Climate

Leadership
Tax/Regulation
Governance
Planning
Organization

The group identified gaps in the following areas:
1. Marketing and Sales
There is currently no program capacity for job creation in Remote Work or Startup.
MVEDA requires higher volume and better-quality lead generation, specifically to realize
opportunities for onshoring from southeast Asia.
2. Physical Inventory
Need for appropriate facilities for onshoring opportunities
Need greenhouse space
Need facilities at the spaceport
3. Project Finance
Need an angel fund to seed startups. The group estimates that $65M would be the desired
amount to make 10 early-stage investments at $500K each and 10 more seed round
investments at $3M each, then finally 3 series A investments at $10M each.
4. Workforce
Immediate return of workforce is not a given. It could be expected that the labor participation
rate will decline in the short run given the availability of federal benefits.
Displaced workers will potentially need to be re-skilled to become re-employed as the dynamics
of the labor market change with the economy.

Strategic Implications
The group discussed the following as areas of action to urgently pursue to set the course toward an elevated
response.
1. Revisit strategy for Economic Development across all theaters
Leadership will need to evaluate, based on this assessment, whether the current economic
development plan is aligned to the post-COVID-19 realities across all theaters, involving the programs
that are currently in the trenches saving jobs. It may even be prudent to establish a local economic
response task force that coordinates and measures the recovery effort across all theaters.
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2. Initiate program for Remote Work theater
Outline the program strategy (how jobs are created), research best practices and examine options for
deployment.
3. Elevate Employer theater
Specifically, increase quality and quantity of lead generation for potential re-shoring opportunities and
identify specific needs for physical inventory.
4. Assess Visitor Driven theater
Tourism efforts will be critical to regaining the economic base, but the discussion by the group was
insufficient to determine the needs, potential and strategy for tourism. Specifically, analysis on the
number of visits per year lost due to COVID-19, the relationship of visits to jobs, and the timeline for full
recovery. Mentions made of options for new tourism targets such as staycationers and non-airline
travelers should be carried into concrete strategies for regaining the tourism market.
5. Conduct a workforce gap analysis
Compare the current workforce needs of key industries with the qualifications and availability of local
workforce. Align workforce development programming to identified demand.
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Appendix
1.1 E-base Rates Table
Industry

Total
Total
Employment Establishments

Total, All Industries
Accommodation and Food
Services
Administrative and Waste
Services
Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing &
Hunting
Arts, Entertainment, and
Recreation
Construction
Educational Services
Finance and Insurance
Health Care and Social
Assistance
Information
Management of Companies
and Enterprises
Manufacturing (31-33)

Real Estate and Rental and
Leasing
Retail Trade (44-45)
Transportation and
Warehousing (48-49)
Utilities

E-base jobs

Service jobs

51,212

3,710

30%

15,509

35,703

6,478

271

15%

972

5,506

3,488

233

50%

1,744

1,744

445

27

95%

423

22

380

19

15%

57

323

3,126

436

20%

625

2,500

4,483

49

20%

897

3,586

1,487

219

10%

149

1,338

12,346

928

20%

2,469

9,877

627

49

65%

408

220

52

10

60%

31

21

1,127

55

95%

1,071

56

24

3

75%

18

6

945

238

7%

66

879

3,060

364

60%

1,836

1,224

3,723

101

30%

1,117

2,606

556

172

15%

83

473

6,708

435

30%

2,012

4,696

1,204

85

90%

1,084

120

399

16

15%

60

339

70%

388

166

Mining
Other Services, Ex. Public
Admin
Professional and Technical
Services
Public Administration

% e-base

Wholesale Trade

554
61
1Source of Total Jobs and Total Establishments: JobsEQ Labor Market Data

1.2 Industry Loss Exposure table
Industry

Total jobs
lost

% loss
Total, All Industries
Accommodation and Food
Services
Administrative and Waste
Services
Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing
& Hunting

E-base
loss

Service
loss

Establishment
Loss

Total Jobs
after losses

40%

20,248

5,758

14,490

1,513

30,964

75%

4,859

729

4,130

203

1,620

65%

2,267

1,134

1,134

151

1,221

20%

89

85

4

5

356
17

Arts, Entertainment, and
Recreation

75%

285

43

242

14

95

50%

1,563

313

1,250

218

1,563

20%

897

179

717

10

3,586

0%

-

-

-

-

1,487

30%

3,704

741

2,963

278

8,642

0%

-

-

-

-

627

0%

-

-

-

-

52

30%

338

321

17

17

789

0%

-

-

-

-

24

75%

709

50

659

178

236

40%

1,224

734

490

146

1,836

15%

559

168

391

15

3,165

20%

111

17

95

34

445

50%

3,354

1,006

2,348

217

3,354

15%

181

163

18

13

1,024

0%

-

-

-

-

399

20%

111

78

33

12

443

Construction
Educational Services
Finance and Insurance
Health Care and Social
Assistance
Information
Management of Companies
and Enterprises
Manufacturing (31-33)
Mining
Other Services, Ex. Public
Admin
Professional and Technical
Services
Public Administration
Real Estate and Rental and
Leasing
Retail Trade (44-45)
Transportation and
Warehousing (48-49)
Utilities
Wholesale Trade

1.3 Organic Recovery Table
Industry
% Recovered organically
Total, All Industries
Accommodation and Food Services
Administrative and Waste Services
Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing & Hunting
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
Construction
Educational Services
Finance and Insurance
Health Care and Social Assistance
Information

80%
90%
80%
85%
90%
25%
50%
0%
100%
100%

Jobs recovered
organically
16,273
4,373
1,814
76
256
391
448
0
3,704
0

Jobs permanently lost
3,976
486
453
13
28
1,172
448
0
0
0
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Management of Companies and
Enterprises
Manufacturing (31-33)
Mining
Other Services, Ex. Public Admin
Professional and Technical Services
Public Administration
Real Estate and Rental and Leasing
Retail Trade (44-45)
Transportation and Warehousing (4849)
Utilities
Wholesale Trade

0%
70%
0%
90%
90%
75%
40%
75%

0
237
0
638
1101
419
45
2516

0
101
0
71
122
140
67
839

90%
0%
85%

163
0
94

18
0
17
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Appendix 1.4: Economist Review
The following is a review prepared by Charles Lehman of Economic Information Center of New Mexico to
review the findings of this report for consistency with current data and other factors at work in the economy as
understood by the economist community.

EMPLOYMENT AND ECONOMIC INFORMATION CENTER OF NEW MEXICO LLC
725 6TH STREET
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87102
DATA REVIEW
LAS CRUCES RECOVERY ECONOMIC CRISIS FLASH ASSESSMENT
May 27, 2020
Report comprehensively takes into account employment factors and considerations and uses a consensus
methodology involving major industrial sector experts that results in generally logical estimates and
conclusions under highly uncertain conditions and timelines. The important starting point Pre –crisis Conditions
are accurate. There are no data, analysis, or conclusions that appear significantly out of line or could be
conclusively questioned at this time. However, considerations should be given to the following:
Industry covid-19 losses for Accommodations and Food Services at about 750 jobs may be too high taking into
account some continuing restaurant purchases by locals and ongoing lodging for business and interstate
transient workers.
Organic Recovery permanent losses for Retail Trade may be much higher than the 1000 shown due to a large
number of stores not being able to re-open financially and more shopping being done remotely in the future.
Program Theaters
Employer estimates could be much higher if the coordinated state and local programs are instituted to attract a
large number of expected on shoring activities and marketing to California businesses is increased.
Retirement attraction could be higher from an enhanced and focused program targeted to California and the
mid-west promoting cost of living, climate, non-congestion and housing is promoted.
Remote worker potential would likely be higher than 50% of the county estimate due to expansion of existing
call centers and rural broadband limitations outside city boundaries.
Visitor and tourism should eventually benefit significantly from expected spaceport launches.
A Factor of Production for Leadership could be added about the need to have state support at the highest
levels for marketing and publicity for reshoring, out of state business relocation, and retirement attraction.
Appendices Establishment losses projected for Accommodations and Food Services (203 of 271) and Retail
Trade (217 of 435) seem high even though total employment losses in both sectors will be large. Permanent
employment losses of 1138 for construction may be understated with the expectation that commercial,
industrial and infrastructure building will be very limited for some time leaving residential as the only viable
subsector.

Appendix 1.5: Updated Total Employment Trajectory Illustration
An earlier version of this report presented a Total Employment Trajectory chart that illustrated all COVID-19related job losses happening in the first two quarters of the crisis before the Trough, and the recovery in the
next eight quarters was plotted between the Trough and the Reset. The problem with this representation is that
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it demonstrates a potentially lower minimum total employment than what will actually occur, showing no
overlap with losses and gains.
The revised Total Employment Trajectory maintains the integrity of the data provided to the CELab through the
May 13 deliberation, as well as illustrates a more plausible scenario of COVID-related loss-gain events over
the next five years.
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